Creation Myth
On The Topic
I am not a religious person. However, looking at my current solo repertoire, I noticed that with
all the titles, some religious or philosophical topic was involved: creation and coincidence; the
miracles of life and the mysteries of death; spiritual authority, as well as love of nature and
liberty. Thus I decided to perform and record these pieces in different churches.

On Sound
I played all the music on electric guitar, with MIDI for complementary sounds from a virtual
analog synthesizer. Some of the guitar sounds go into a looping device. Everything live. No
overdubs.

On The Recording
The whole album was recorded at the Reformed Church of Muri BE, Switzerland during two days
in the summer of 2017. The church building is about 1000 years old and has some amazing, but
also some rather challenging acoustic properties: its long, trebly reverb does not allow for any
uptempo music. So first I had to sort out my repertoire. But still then, the tempo of the most
appropriate pieces had to be reduced drastically. The room having such a great influence on the
performance, I wanted its acoustics to appear prominently on the recording. This was achieved
by placing different types of stereo microphones throughout the church. So this project soon
became an elecroacoustic endeavour. And the recording will hopefully be an extraordinary,
three-dimensional listening experience.

AB and M/S microphone systems in front of the organ and beneath an impressive wooden ceiling

On The Titles
My Holy Vital Organs
The high-pitched sounds of our nervous system, the rumbling of the blood circulation and the
noise of our breathing may only be noticeable in very quiet places. Nevertheless, the miraculous
music of our brains, hearts and lungs is the most continuous soundtrack of our lifetimes. Until
one day, one of the sounds will stop, and the others will soon follow.
Enter Messiah Again
Why does the idea of an incarnation of God appear in so many places throughout history?
Christians worship Jesus of Nazareth, while Rastafarians venerate Haile Selassie. Some are still
awaiting the arrival of the Messiah, while others are expecting his reappearance. Do we really
need divine authorities in the form of other humans?
This piece is an improvisation based on my guitar transcription of Dick Heintze’s organ intro to
Roy Buchanan’s The Messiah Will Come Again (PolyGram © 1972).
Gérard / The Sweet Hereafter
When my uncle Gérard was dying, he said to my father, with whom he liked to travel a lot: „And
now for that last journey!“ Do I actually believe in such a journey, and that it would lead
anywhere?
While rehearsing the second part of this piece, I once experienced some kind of revelation: I
thought that apocalyptic prophecies about the end of time do not actually mean a particular time
(when the earth shakes, when the rulers of the world behave like this or like that...), but rather a
particular state (the way the earth shakes, the way the rulers of the world behave) that should
make us aware of the presence or the nearness of an other world (...the end, the kingdom of god
etc.).
China Tree (The Grass Harp by Truman Capote)
This is based on Truman Capote’s novel The Grass Harp. A musical interpretation, if you will, of
dialogues and confrontations between dreamy and realistic, authoritarian and liberal ideas and
characters. And the all-encompassing whispers of the wind in the dried grass, telling the stories
of our dead ancestors.
Creation Myth
An FM synthesizer is emitting random sounds in a slow, regular pulse. The improvising guitarist
tries to create a melodic and harmonic context and thus an overall musical impression. Some of
the guitar parts are recorded on the spot, to be played back later, to newly emerging random
sounds. The musician is giving up control and fully entrusting the task of hearing music to the
audience.
The piece is named Creation Myth because it is meant to be a musical experience and/or
experiment on the following question: If the emergence of the universe and life were based on
pure coincidence, would that diminish our ideas of creation or God? Or may we consider the
interplay of coincidence and human interpretation as creation, or even divine already?

On The Album Cover
The album cover is an image of spiral galaxy Messier 101, including more than fifty
superimposed pictures shot by cameras of the Hubble Telescope based in space, as well as
telescopes based on earth (Hawaii and Arizona, USA).
For more information, please visit: hubblesite.org/image/1865/news_release/2006-10

Spiral Galaxy M101, the blueish areas in the spiral arms being zones of newly forming stars
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